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Introduction

What is PPS Cart
PPS Cart facilitates the tracking of product movement from the customer, through the plant, and back to the customer. 
The PPS Cart system manages

• Cart return (Check In),
• Customer cart build, and
• Customer load build (Check Out).

Workers access the software using touchscreen workstations. From these workstations, workers check in the soiled 
product, assign and build carts, audit customer builds, and generate and print manifests. System management occurs at 
the PC workstation. Managers use the PC Workstation to maintain the customer, product, driver, and route information. 
Management can access PPS Cart’s web-based reporting from anywhere when logged into the plant’s network.

Using this Manual
This guide provides task-based instruction on how to maintain and use the PPS Cart system effectively. The first 
section, “System Setup” steps you through the process of data entry; e.g., adding new items, customers, routes, and 
employees. The second section, “Using PPS Cart” steps through the tasks associated with the three key user areas. The 
third section, “PPS Cart Reports,” provides an overview of what is available in web-based reports. 

Distributed 
Stations

PC WorkstationServer Room

Database &
IIS Server

Corporate
Network

Touch
Screen(s)

PPS Network
Switch

Figure 1. System Overview. PPS Cart consists of three major areas: touchscreen work centers, PC workstation, and the Database and IIS Server for 
web-based reporting. 
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System Setup

The Softrol engineers set up the hardware, and they completed the majority of the data entry. No matter how thorough 
the planning, things get left out or things change. Either way, the data needs managing. As part of the larger PPS suite 
of applications, management maintains the PPS Cart’s data using the PPS Monitor application. This manual provides 
a step-by-step guide for setting up those parts of the PPS Monitor application specific to PPS Cart. For managing cost 
centers, employees, departments, and tasks see the PPS documentation (Manual-PPSX.pdf).

Open PPS Monitor
The PPS Monitor application is always running on the PPS Workstation PC. If the application is not running, locate the 
PPS Monitor shortcut on the desktop.

1. Use the shortcut provided on the desktop or use Windows Explorer to navigate to:  
 
    C:\Program Files\Softrol\PPS Monitor\Monitor.exe

2. Double-click the monitor.exe file to open the application.

3. Enter User ID and Password information and click Ok. 

Figure 2. PPS Monitor Log in screen.
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Using the Production Control Window
Data management for PPS Cart occurs through PPS Monitor’s Softrol Production Control window (see Figure 3). The 
Production Control window allows for adding, editing, and deleting data from the PPS system. This manual only covers 
those sections specific to PPS Cart. For more information, see the PPS documentation. Those readers already familiar 
with the use of the Softrol Production Control window may skip this section. 

The frame on the left side of the window gives you the option to view your system based on department or items. 
• Department: PPS associates each cost center, piece of equipment, monitoring station, employee, and task 

with a department. Using the department view, you can easily see these relationships by selecting and 
expanding the departments. Note: some installations of PPS do not include the Department view.

• Items: The item view separates the components into groupings. The term items, in the PPS system, refers 
to the individual components that make up a PPS System: departments, customers, production items, cost 
centers, employees, monitoring stations, schedules, and tasks. Select a grouping to see all of the items for that 
group in the frame to the right. 

The frame on the right contains all of the items for the department or item based on your selection. Double-click an item 
to edit the item’s details. Click to select an item followed by a right-click for other options including copy, new, edit. 

To access the Softrol-Production Control window, click Setup on the PPS Login window (see Figure 4).

Figure 3. Softrol-Production Control interface.

Setup
Figure 4. PPS Monitor Setup home screen.
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Managing Customers

If your plant tracks product based on customer, the installers added your customer data during setup. Occasionally, 
you need to edit and remove customers from the system. Each plant has at least one customer, “Unassigned.” The 
system uses the unassigned customer as the default customer. To manage customers, select the “Customer” folder on 
the Softrol Production Control window (see Figure 5).

Add a New Customer
To add a new customer:

1. Expand the Item List.

2. Click the Customers folder to highlight it.

3. Right-click the highlighted Customers folder, and select New to open the Customer Maintenance dialog 
(see Figure 6).

4. Enter a unique numeric Customer ID.

5. Complete the Short Name and Name.

6. Select a parent for customers that exist as a department within a larger organization. You may deliver to 
multiple customer departments in a hotel (e.g., housekeeping, restaurant, bar).

7. Set the Display Order. This determines the order that the customer appears in the PPS Cart customer 
selection dialog. Keep the display order numbers unique.

8. Select a color for use in the customer selection dialog. 

9. Set the Product Processing Time to the customer’s expected turn-around time.

10. Set the Count Uplift Percent. This is also called, “automatic loss recovery.” The count uplift percent 
enables plants to make up for product lost by the customer (e.g., 1% of towels go missing per delivery due 
to theft). Leave set to zero if your plant doesn’t utilize this feature.

11. Click Apply.

Figure 5. Right-click Customers, and select New.
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Add, Rename, and Change Active Status for Customer’s Delivery Units

The Delivery Units tab on the Customer Management dialog allows you to designate Delivery Units for the cus-
tomer. When a customer has separate delivery areas for some items (e.g., dry-cleaned garments), these delivery 
areas need added on the Delivery Units tab. Using the links at the bottom of the list, you can Add, Rename, and 
change the Active status for the customer’s delivery units. 

Add a Delivery Unit

To add a delivery unit:

1. Click the Add link.

2. Provide a name for the delivery unit.

3. Click Ok. The system assigns a Unit ID and sets the delivery unit’s Active status to “yes.”

Rename a Delivery Unit

To rename a delivery unit:

1. Select the delivery unit in the list.

2. Click the Rename link.

3. Change the name in the dialog box.

4. Click Ok.

Figure 6. Customer Maintenance dialog: Left, Properties tab. Right, Delivery Units tab.
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Change the Active Status for a Delivery Unit

To change the Active Status:

1. Select the delivery unit in the list.

2. Click the Change Active link to toggle the status.

Modify a Customer

You can change any of the information for the customer except the Customer Id. You can’t remove or delete a cus-
tomer from the system, but you can deactivate them. Deactivating them prevents them from appearing in future 
reports and on PPS devices. 

1. Expand the Items List and click Customers.

2. Find the customer in the list on the right, and double-click.

3. Modify the information and click OK (see Figure 6).

Add Customer Items

Once you add a customer, you may need to add items to that customer. If the item you wish to add is new to your 
plant, you need to add it to the system before you can add it to the customer; see Add a New Production Item on 
page 11 for more information. To add items to a customer:

1. Expand the Items List in the Softrol-Production Control window (see Figure 7).

2. Expand Customers.

3. Locate and click to expand the specific customer. You see two icons when you expand the customer: 
Customer Items and Contacts.

4. Click to select Customer Items.

5. Right-click the highlighted Customer Items option and select New to open the Customer Item dialog (see 
Figure 8). 

Figure 7. Right-click Customers Items, and select New.
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6. Click the selection button next to Item Code to pick a production item from the list.

7. Change the Description for Customer field to a meaningful name for the customer. This description 
appears on screen for the PPS Cart user, and the system uses it when generating the manifest.

8. Designate the optional amount charged by the Piece or Weight.

9. Specify the Size Selection (optional). 

10. Set the Used For field. This field is not optional for PPS Cart users. This tells the system if this item 
appears on the Check In menu, the Cart Build/Check Out item menu, or on both menus.

11. Set the Delivery Method for delivery on cart or hanger (dry cleaning). 

12. Set the Cost Center and Task if you want to designate a different finishing task for this customer.

13. Click OK to save the item and exit the dialog.

Add an Item to All Customers

You use the system’s default Unassigned customer to add items that you want available on all of your customer 
menus. Simply follow the instructions in Add Customer Items on page 6, but use the Unassigned customer. 

Figure 8. Customer Item Dialog.
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Add Customer Contacts

You can add customer contacts to your PPS system. If you use the customer contacts feature in PPS, you can add 
multiple contacts for a customer. To add a contact:

1. Expand the Items List in the Softrol-Production Control window (see Figure 7).

2. Expand Customers.

3. Locate and click to expand the specific customer. You see two icons when you expand the customer: 
Customer Items and Contacts.

4. Click to select Contacts.

5. Right-click the highlighted Contacts option and select New to open the Customer Contact Maintenance 
dialog (see Figure 9). 

6. Complete any applicable fields.

7. Click Ok to exit the dialog and save the contact.

Figure 9. Customer Contact Maintenance.
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Managing Employees

When enabling the Cart Build option in PPS, you need to take note of two changes in the Employee Details:

1. Each employee that uses the touchscreen interface requires an Access Pin. This pin along with their badge 
number enables them to log into the system.

2. For an employee to appear in the driver selection menu, you must designate them as a driver in the employee 
type field. 

If you need to add a new employee or have further questions about the fields on the Employee Details dialog, consult 
the PPS: PulseNet Production System Manual. 

Figure 10. PPS Monitor: Employee Details dialog.
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Managing Carts

Each cart in your inventory needs labeled and added to the system. You use the Cart Maintenance dialog to add new 
carts, modify existing carts, and to change the active status.

Add a New Cart
To add a new cart:

1. Click Carts in the Softrol Production Control window.

2. Right-click on the highlighted Carts item and select New (see Figure 11) to open Cart Maintenance (see 
Figure 12).

3. Enter a unique Cart ID (numbers only).

4. Enter the Tare Weight (the weight of the empty cart).

5. Set the cart Location by clicking the selection button to access the location selection dialog.

6. Click Ok. 

Modify a Cart

Double-click any cart in the Softrol Production Control window to change its Tare Weight or Active status.

Figure 12. Cart Maintenance dialog.

Figure 11. Right-click Carts, and select New.
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Managing Production Items

Every item produced by the plant needs entered into the system. The installers complete this step during installation, 
but items get missed, you get new items, or you need to modify items. Although infrequent, you need to know how to 
manage your production items.

Add a New Production Item
To add a new item:

1. Click to select All Production Items.

2. Right-click the selected All Production Items (see Figure 13).

3. Click New to open the Production Item Maintenance dialog (see Figure 14).

4. Enter a unique Item Code.

5. Complete the description fields.

6. Use the selection buttons to set or create a new Group (item categories). 

Figure 13. Right-click All Production Items, and select New.

Figure 14. Production Item Maintenance dialog.
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7. Set the optional finishing Cost Center and Task using the selection buttons. 

8. Click Ok.

Modify a Production Item

Double Click any item in the All Production Items list to change the description, group, or finishing tasks. You 
cannot change the Item Code, nor can you delete or deactivate an item once you add it to the system.

Assign Production Items to Customer Lists

If available on your system, you can add an item to a customer from the Production Items list. Assigning production items 
to customers allows the worker to select the items when checking in or building carts. To assign production items to cus-
tomers:

1. Click to select All Production Items on the Softrol Production Control window.

2. Right-click the item in the list and Select Add to Customer Items List (see Figure 15) to open the 
Customer Selection dialog (see Figure 16).

3. Locate the customer in the Available Items list and click to highlight the customer.

4. Click Select.

Figure 15. Right-click an item and select Add to Customer Items List.

Figure 16. Customer Selection dialog.
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Managing Routes

The user defines the meaning of the term “route” in PPS Cart. You may choose to refer to a route as a truck, a region, or 
some other meaningful term to your organization. No matter how you define a route, your employees assign carts to 
these routes. Therefore, choose your route names carefully. 

Add a New Route

To add a new route:

1. Click Routes on the Softrol Production Control window to highlight it (see Figure 17).

2. Right-click the highlighted Routes and select New to open the Route Maintenance dialog (see Figure 18).

3. Enter a unique Route Code.

4. Enter a Description.

5. Click Ok.

Modify a Route

You can modify a route’s Description by double-clicking the route in the Softrol Production Control window. You 
cannot change the Route Code or delete a route once you create it.

Figure 17. Right-click Routes, and select New.

Figure 18. Route Maintenance.
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Using PPS Cart

The PPS Cart application runs on touchscreen workstations. The system requires no pointing devices (mouse) or 
keyboards. Employees tap the screen to interface with the application. The following section steps you through the 
basics of using the touchscreen interface, and how to use the three key areas of PPS Cart: Check In, Customer Cart 
Build, and Customer Load Build (Check out).

To open PPS Cart, double click the ppscart.exe program located at: 
  
    C:\Program Files\Softrol_programs\cart\ppscart.exe

Using the Interface
The engineers designed PPS Cart to work on a touchscreen monitor located at the workstations. Workers can complete 
all of their cart related tasks using the touch screen interface. Workers tap to select items, customers, and routes, and 
they enter numbers with the virtual keypad. 

The Keypad

The system doesn’t need a full keyboard; other than menu selections, the worker only needs to enter numbers using 
the keypad. The worker first enters the number. The numbers appear in the text window above the keypad. The 
worker can input the numbers in the field of their choice by tapping the Keypad button next to the field. The 
buttons below the keypad allow for backspacing and clearing the keypad entry window (see 
Figure 19).

On the three main screens, you will notice a entry field for setting the shift. Although the shift field accepts a numeric 
input, the worker does not use the keypad. Instead, the worker clicks the Change button to cycle through the three 
shift options (see Figure 20).

Figure 19. PPS Cart Login. The worker uses the keypad to enter their 
badge number and pin.

Figure 20. The Change Shift tool.
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Logging in to PPS Cart
Workers log into PPS using their Badge Number (see PPS: PulseNet Production Systems Manual for more information) 
and their Access Pin (see Managing Employees on page 9). Using the Login dialog:

1. Enter your Badge Number using the keypad.

2. Tap the Keypad button next to the Badge Number field.

3. Enter your Access Pin using the keypad.

4.  Tap the Keypad button next to the PIN field.

5. Tap Log In.

Once logged in, you use the buttons to the left to access the PPS Cart activities (see Figure 21).

Figure 21. PPS Cart Login.
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Check In
Carts return from the customer loaded with soil that needs checking in. As the carts roll in from the trucks, you record 
the customer, route, and inventory of each cart using the PPS Cart: Cart Return window. To access the window, tap the 
Check In button on the Login dialog (see Figure 21).

The Cart Return Window

The Cart Return window contains three main areas: (1) route and customer information, (2)the inventory, and (3) the 
inventory entry form (see Figure 22). Error messages and notifications appear under the Review button (4). As the 
carts roll off of the truck, workers enter the route (or truck), driver, and customer information. Once the worker has 
entered the information, she then adds the cart contents to the system.

Select Route and Customer Information

In the top left of the Cart Return window the worker selects the route and customer information for the returned carts.  
Each button, when tapped, brings up a window of buttons where she selects the route, driver, and customer.

Route button- Each plant defines a route differently. The plant may refer routes as trucks, 
regions, customer types, or some other plant specific designation. When the worker taps the 
button, the system displays a menu with buttons for each of the defined routes.

Figure 22. PPS Cart: Cart Return.

1

2

3
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Driver button. The worker taps this button to select the route driver from the driver menu.

Customer button. The carts return from a customer loaded with soiled product. The worker 
carefully picks the customer from the menu, for some customers may have multiple buttons 
based on individual departments. 

If the plant has multiple shifts, the worker uses the shift change button to cycle through the shift 
options.

Enter the Cart Inventory

Once the worker designates the route, driver, and customer, she enters the cart information and its contents. The 
system limits their item selections to those items associated with the selected customer and only those items 
designated for cart check-in. For more information about assigning production items to customers see Add Customer 

Items on page 6. 

1. Using the keypad, the worker enters the Cart 
number. The system automatically adds the Tare 
Weight for the cart. The worker can modify the tare 
weight if needed.

2. Tapping the item button allows 
the worker to select the carts 
contents from the Item List.

3. Using the keypad, the worker enters the weight. 
The system subtracts the tare weight from the weight 
entered when adding the item to the inventory list. 
If the product weight is less than the tare weight, the 
system changes the weight to zero.

4. Tapping the Add button includes the item in the 
inventory list. Now that the cart contains an item, the 
worker can proceed to the next cart.

Note: Error messages appear in the top right corner as 
the worker adds items and enters cart numbers

Figure 23. Cart contents entry form.
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Edit the Inventory List

As the worker checks in carts, the system adds the items to the inventory list on the left side of the screen (see Figure 
24). The customer-exclusive, inventory list remains on the screen until she chooses a different customer. Changing the 
route or driver clears the list, but the system continues to track the information in the background.

The worker can edit the weights or remove items by tapping to selecting them. The system gives the worker two 
options: Delete Item or Adjust Quantity. Selecting Adjust Qty reloads the inventory form allowing her to adjust any 
of the entry’s information including the cart number and the item.

Check In Review

The worker can view the checked-in carts at any time by clicking the Review button in the top right corner of the PPS 
Cart window. The Review groups the incoming inventory by route, driver, and customer. She can reload any of the 
customer lists back into the inventory list by double tapping one of the entries in the customer group (see Figure 26).

Figure 24. Inventory list.

Figure 25. Inventory list: Edit the list.

Figure 26. Review list.
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Cart Build
Once the customer’s product makes its way through the finishing process, workers load it back into carts. Using the 
Cart Build functionality, the worker can assign the cart to the customer and record the carts inventory. To access the 
Cart Build, tap the Cart Build button on the Login dialog (see Figure 27).

The Cart Build Window

The Cart Build window has two main areas: 1) the inventory, and 2) the cart build entry form(see Figure 28). The 
worker designates a single customer for each cart. The system maintains item, quantity, and cart information in the 
inventory section for the selected customer. 

Load the Cart

When building a cart, the worker first selects the customer using the customer button. The worker 
then uses the keypad to enter the cart number. The system designates the cart to that customer, 
and the worker can not add items to that cart for other customers.

Figure 27. PPS Cart Login.

Figure 28. PPS Cart: Cart Build.

1 2
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The worker continues by selecting an item using the item button. The system limits the her to only 
those items designated for that customer. The worker then uses the keypad to input a quantity, 
and she completes the addition by clicking the Add button.

If the worker switches to another customer, the inventory window clears or reloads any open carts.

Adding Dry Cleaning to the Delivery

If the customer has items designated for dry cleaning (delivery method: hanger), the worker can access those items 
using the Dry Clean button located in the top right corner of the Cart Build window or by selecting it on the Login 
dialog. The Dry Cleaning Counts window looks like the Item Selection window, but it includes a few other elements: 1) 
list of available items, 2) keyboard entry, 3) paging and application navigation (see Figure 29). 

The system shows the current customer in the brown bar at the bottom of the screen. If the worker accesses the Dry 
Clean Counts screen from the Login dialog, the system prompts her for the customer before opening the screen.

To add dry cleaning inventory:

1. Enter an item count into the keypad. 

2. Locate the item in the available item list.

Figure 29. PPS Cart: Enter Dry Cleaning Counts window.

1
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3. Tap the item name to input the value in the keypad.

4. Continue adding items and tap Go when finished.

Edit a Cart in Cart Build

While in Cart Build the worker has four options for editing a cart: add to item, adjust quantity, delete, and move item. 
The worker taps to select the item she wishes to edit, and then she taps an edit option (see Figure 30).

Add to Item

The Add to Item option loads the form with the cart and item information. Using the keypad, the worker can input 
a value she wishes to add to the total quantity. Clicking Add updates the quantity by adding the given number.

Adjust Quantity

The Adjust Quantity option loads the form with the cart and item information. The worker uses the keypad to 
enter a value in the Quantity field. The system changes the quantity to the new item count.

Delete Item

The Delete Item option removes the item from the cart.

Move Item

The Move Item option opens a small dialog that allows the worker to change the cart number for the item.

Figure 30. Cart Build: edit a cart item.
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Customer Build Load (Check Out)
The check out phase combines the carts for making customer loads for delivery. At the cart check out station, the 
worker audits the cart contents, assigns carts to a route and driver, and generates a manifest. 

The Check Out Window

The Check Out Window has two inventory windows: 1) Available Carts or Built Carts,  and 2) Completed Carts 
(see Figure 31). The worker selects the route, driver, and customer using the buttons in the top left. When the worker 
selects the customer, any carts built for that customer appear in the Available/Built Carts list. From the Available/
Built Carts list, the worker can “complete” the cart in the Available/Built Carts list to add it to the customer load.

Check Out Process

PPS Cart allows the check-out worker to edit the carts by adjusting quantities, deleting items, and moving items 
between carts. To check out carts:  

1. Tap to select a route.

Figure 31. PPS Cart: Check Out window.

1 2
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2. Tap to select a driver.

3. Tap to select a customer. Once selected, the Available Carts list populates with the available 
carts and their contents for that customer. Alternatively, the worker can click the All Carts 
button under the Built Carts list. Double-tapping any item in the All Carts list, selects the 
customer and loads the Built Carts list with the carts for that customer.

4. Tap Change to pick a shift

Cart Audit

Once the worker selects the customer, the Available 
Carts list populates with all of the carts built for 
that customer. The worker then audits the cart. As 
she finds discrepancies, she adjusts the quantities, 
moves, and deletes items (see Figure 32). 

Complete Carts

Once the worker completes the cart audit, she 
“completes” the cart by tapping an item in the cart 
and selecting “Move Cart to Completed Carts.” 
When the worker completes the audit on all of 
the available carts, she selects “Move All Carts to 
Completed Carts.” 

Late Carts

If a cart gets held up for any reason, the check-out 
worker can move the cart to another delivery (if 
another delivery is in build mode) by clicking “Late 
Cart... Move to Another Delivery.” 

Deliveries With Dry Cleaning

If a delivery includes items from dry cleaning, the system displays the message “Dry Cleaning is part of the 
Delivery” at the top of the page.

Completed Carts

The Completed Carts section contains the carts and items that become the delivery manifest. By clicking each 
cart in the list, you can enter the cart weight, adjust the tare weight, remove the cart, and review the dry cleaning 
(using the Review button) included in the delivery. Before you can complete a customer load, you need to set or 
get the cart weight. 

Figure 32. Check Out: Cart/Item options.
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View and Print the Manifest

The worker can view the manifest at any time during the check out process by tapping the View button. From the Cart 
Reports window, the worker can choose to print the manifest by tapping the Print button at the bottom of the screen 
(see Figure 33). It is recommended that the worker waits to print the final manifest after she completes the load.

Complete the Load

Once the worker audits the carts, marks the carts completed, and enters the cart weights, she completes the 
customer load by clicking Done. The system asks for a delivery date (see Figure 34). Once the worker selects the 
delivery date the system gives a confirmation message for the delivery. The worker can now Print, Re-Open, or 
Complete the load. The worker can also reload the window with a previously completed load by locating it in the 
Review window and double-clicking the entry.

Figure 33. Delivery Manifest..

Figure 34. Cart Build: Check Out Delivery 
Date dialog.
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PPS Cart Reports

You can access up to the minute information about your PPS Cart system through the web reports. You can also 
perform updates, make corrections, and add new check-ins and carts through the report’s interface. You can access 
your reports from anywhere on the plant network. The installers provided a link to the reports during installation. If 
you do not have this information, contact Softrol to get the address and your login credentials (see Support: Getting 
Additional Help on page 37).

Report Basics
After logging on to PPS Cart Web Reports, you arrive at the Welcome Screen (see Figure 35). If you have other Softrol 
products, they may share the same Welcome screen and menu bar. You find your PPS Cart Reports under Deliveries, 
Look Up, and Production. Before opening your reports adjust your reporting dates. 

Date Selection

PPS Cart Web Reports default to the previous day. You can change the dates using the date controls at the top of the 
screen. Your options include Today, Yesterday, or a Range. Use the two calendar controls to select the report from 
and to dates. Once you make your date selections, press the “Go” button to apply your changes. This global date applies 
to all of your reports. You can adjust your dates at any time.

Figure 35. PPS Cart Reports Welcome screen.
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Report Criteria

Because the amount of data available in PPS Cart, some reports have you select criteria before opening the report. 
The available options for the criteria change based on your report selection, but most reports ask for customer, item, 
or shift information. The selection criteria for some reports contains common elements such as checkboxes and text 
fields, but those that contain large lists of options work slightly different than the standard drop-down selection box. 

Using the Criteria Selection Screens

Customers or item selections sometimes include hundreds of entries. When you first open the report, you may 
see something like the Delivery History Report in Figure 36. The page displays only the “Select All” option. You may 
find it checked or unchecked. To refine the selection:

1. Click the small green arrow pointing at the word “Customers.” Depending on the report, the arrow may 
point at “items.” The list expands (see Figure 37).

2. Make your selections.

3. Click the Submit button to the left.

Figure 36. Criteria selection screen: collapsed view.

Figure 37. Criteria selection screen: expanded view.
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Delivery History
The Delivery History, or Customer Delivery History, provides you with a detailed report of all of your deliveries made to the 
specified customers for the reporting period. Using the links in the View column you can see the manifest or the internal 
details of the delivery. The edit link allows you to delete, modify, and add to the delivery histories (see Figure 38).

Manifest Views

The Manifest View gives you the same view of the delivery manifest as presented to the customer. The Manifest View 
includes:

• cart number,
• item,
• piece counts, and
• weights (gross, tare, net, charged weight, piece change).

The Internal Manifest View gives you the same information as the Manifest View, but it also includes the cart-build, 
employee’s name and the Weight Allowance (see Figure 39).

Figure 38. Delivery History Report.

Figure 39. Delivery History Report: Manifests.
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Edit Delivery History

Through your web reports, you can edit the delivery records. You can update, add, and delete any delivery in your 
history. To edit the delivery click the Edit link to the right of the entry you wish to modify. The system opens up a 
screen that has the basic delivery information in a single row at the top of the screen, and a second table that includes 
the information for the delivered items (see Figure 40).

Edit the Delivery

You can edit the top level delivery information using the Edit link to the left of the delivery record (see Figure 41). 
Once you complete your changes click the Update link in the lower right (see Figure 42). 

Figure 40. Delivery History Report: Edit a Delivery

Edit

Figure 41. Delivery History Edit.

Figure 42. Delivery History Report: Edit a Delivery
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Edit the Delivered Items

To edit, add new, or delete a delivered item click one of the links to the left of the item (see Figure 43). Selecting Edit 
or New opens the form as shown in Figure 44. The form fills with all of the current data. Using the form, you can edit 
the information then click Update to save your changes. Click Cancel to exit the screen and remove any edits.

Edit NewDelete

Figure 43. Delivery History Edit.

Figure 44. Delivery History Report: Edit a delivery
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Delivery Summary
The Delivery Summary report provides high-level customer delivery report. The report gives cart level weight 
information, Each pink stripe begins a different customer. Adjust the report using the date and customer selection 
tools.

Figure 45. Delivery Summary Report.
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Build Summary
The Build Summary provides daily totals based on the items delivered (see Figure 46). If your date selection spans 
multiple days the report gives daily totals along with the customer and report totals. 

History By Item
The History By Item, or Deliveries by Item report allows you to view your data based on your item and customer 
selections. The report provides the quantity and weights for the selected items for each customer (see Figure 47) 

Figure 46. Build Summary Report.

Figure 47. Delivery History Report: Edit a Delivery
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Customer Lookup
The Customer Lookup allows you to pull up contacts, products, graphs, and delivery and check in history for customers 
(see Figure 48). 

Contacts and Products

The Contacts and Products links let you view all of the contacts and products set up for the customer. Rather than 
going to the PPS Workstation you can get this information through your browser (see Figure 49). If you need to modify 
this data, use the PPS Monitor application on the PPS Workstation.

Check In History

The Check In History allows you to view the check-ins for the customer 
selected. Using the Add Check In link in the upper right of the report 
you can add check ins for the customer using the Add Check In screen 
(Figure 50). Remember when adding the weight to subtract the tare 
weight to get the net weight.

Figure 48. Customer Lookup.

Figure 49. Product List.

Figure 50. Add Check In.
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Graph Usage

The Graph Usage link generates graphs for the selected customer based on their deliveries (see Figure 51). The report 
uses date criteria of its own, and it does not use the global dates you have set. The top report is the Delivered and 
Soiled Weight comparing in and outbound product. The second graph, Products Delivered, breaks out the deliveries by 
item and their delivered counts.

Figure 51. Customer Lookup: Graph Usage.
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Production Variance
The Product Variance Report allows you to compare the quantities received to those delivered. The report breaks down 
the data by the day. You can compare the cart’s outgoing contents and weights with the cart’s returned contents and 
weights (see Figure 52). 

Figure 52. Product Variance Report.
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Shipped Summary
The Shipped Summary provides totals for the item counts for the given time period. The report allows you to select the 
shifts, plants, and items to include in the report (see Figure 53).

Figure 53. Shipped Summary.
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Support: Getting Additional Help
If you find yourself in the need for help with the process, you have several support options:

Web Support

Visit the Softrol Support website ( support.softrol.com) to get current documentation. With your support 
login you will find:
• Product manuals,
• site specific details, and 
•  software downloads.

Telephone Support

Call 1-877- 241-7679 for Softrol‘s technical support. Site License Number may be necessary to receive 
support.

Email

support@softrol.com

Hardware Repair

A Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) is required to return a part for repair or credit. To request an 
RMA call 1-888-763-8765 (888-SOFTROL) ext. 122 or email rma@softrol.com.

Parts

For replacement parts contact Softrol’s Parts Department between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 5:30 PM EST at 
1-888-763-8765 (888-SOFTROL) ext. 110 or email parts@softrol.com.

Site License

Site Licenses are available for all Softrol’s automation and information networks. Please contact Softrol 
Support support@softrol.com or call 1-888-765-8765 (888-SOFTROL) ext.128
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Hardware Requirements

PPS Cart typically shares runs on the same computer as the main PPS program. The minimum hardware requirements 
for the PCs is as follows:

Database PC Hardware Requirements
Required: 1
Minimum system requirements: 

• 2.4 GHz or greater server class machine (rack mountable if desired)
• Two 100GB drives or larger (to support RAID 1 mirrored drives)
• RAID 1 capable (mirrored drives)
• 8GB of memory
• DVD/CD-RW optical drive
• 2 Ethernet connections 100Mbs or better
• LCD monitor (minimum 1280x1024 resolution)
• 8 port Ethernet workgroup switch
• Local network cabling and connections

Operating systems and software:
• Microsoft Windows 2008 Server or later
• Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Release 2 or later.
• Open Office
• PDF printer

PPS Application PC
Required: 1

Minimum system requirements:

 Hardware Platform:
• 2.0 GHz processor PC
• Min 4 GB RAM
• Min 100 GB disk space
• DVD/CD-RW optical drive
• 2 Ethernet connections 100Mbs or better
• LCD monitor (minimum 1280x1024 resolution)
• Local Network Cabling and Connections

 Operating systems and software:
• Microsoft Windows 7 (32bit, or 64bit) 
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